
215ss-02 All Lace Pullover

Summary
※Note: Like all Japanese patterns, stitch counts given here for foundation chains do not include any chain sts needed for turning posts.

Motifs: For motifs A and B, begin by working ch5 and joining into the round. Work motifs according to chart. On last round of motif A, seam to both motif Bs adjoining it.

Body: Work foundation chain to begin, then work in pattern stitches A and B. While working pattern stitch B, join the motif A/B strip to your work.

Sleeves: Working into edge of motif A/B strip, work each sleeve in pattern stitches B and A.

Finishing: Seam shoulders with chain seam (alternating ch st and slip st as needed to maintain pattern). Seam sides and sleeve undersides with chain seam. Seam sleeves to body with 
chain seam. Work 1 round of sc edging in the round at hem, neckline, and cuffs, respectively.

Abbreviations:
ch = chain          rep = pattern repeat(s)          sc = single crochet (US)          tr = treble crochet (US)

© 2015 Pierrot Yarns (Gosyo Co., Ltd.). Translation by Linda Lanz. All rights reserved.

Suggested yarn:
• Pierrot Yarns Graceful Linen [100% linen; 828 yds./757m per 3.53 oz./100g cone]; color #14 smoke brown, 2 cones [140g]

Tools/Notions:
• 1.5mm (US steel hook #8) crochet hook or size necessary to achieve gauge

Finished measurements:
• bust 88cm/34.65"
• cross back width 36cm/14.17"        
• back length 54.5cm/21.46"
• sleeve length 17.5cm/6.89"

Gauge (10cm/4" square):
• pattern stitch A: 33 sts and 15 rows
• motif A: refer to chart

Gauge may vary according to individual crochet style. Change hook size if necessary to achieve gauge. Alternatively, rework pattern with your own gauge measurements.
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Pattern stitch B for body

Pattern stitch B for sleeves

Crochet and join 4 motif A and 4 motif B.

Crochet and join 4 motif A and 3 motif B.

※Crochet "tip" of motif B. When making motif 
A, seam motif A to the motif B on each side of it.
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= Work sc edging around outer 
edge after working motif.
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As sc edging at hem and 
cuff is narrow, it is not 
included in back and sleeve 
length measurements.



Sleeve   1.5mm hook

How to work sc edging at cuffs    1.5mm hook
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